Go Create via Taunton Live & Taunton Pride
#LoveWins
Presents:
“Helpful Hands”

Creative Arts Project for 4-11 year olds
(either independently from home or via school links)
Children of primary school age (4-11 yrs) are invited to explore our theme of “Helpful Hands” in any media they have available
to them…drawing, painting, printing, modelling from salt dough, “junk”, fabric, collage – anything!
There will be detailed ideas sheets/plans to accompany each stage of this project and we will create some short videos and skills
sessions to support the stages below. This could be a project tackled in a day or a couple of days, or over a longer period of time
to include creative writing, poetry, research and factual writing – in fact there are no boundaries. The first stage is attached, to
enable you to get the children started… in essence, we would like to celebrate, through creating art, the many people who have
extended helpful hands during the present pandemic…

Children, with your parent or carer’s agreement, we would like you to:
1.

Explore the theme of “Helpful Hands” and create an ideas page in your sketchbook, on paper, on the
side of a cardboard box! - do some sketches, cut out pictures, print out photos, make some notes, words etc
to show what you are thinking…who’s hands have helped? What have they done for us, for you? (See my
brainstorm in the photo below…)

2. Develop any of these responses into ideas for art work; look at artists’ work - both famous and local, try

things out, see if you like the result – try again with a different idea or materials – start with a drawing – try
different sizes, scales, print using different paints, colours, on different backgrounds – even if you have just
paper and pencils. How about gloves specially designed for different occupations… or decorated hands using
an artists’ style…you could combine lots of ideas to make your artwork

3. Create your artwork response to the theme, from your developed ideas…it can be a drawing, a painting,

a sculpture, a print or a combination of media and materials (eg simple hand prints but worked in layers on
top of print, maybe adding collage, fabric, threads) through which you communicate some idea of “Helping
Hands”…
4. Record/evaluate what you do along the way; photograph each stage of your designs/ideas the
things that go well and not so well! Then finally, photograph your end result (if it’s 3D, from different angles)
Write or record a little bit about what you have created, how you did it and any tricky bits you had to get
around in the process…

5. Display your artwork by attaching photographs of the stages and end result to an email to
Liz@gocreate.org.uk or jenny@gocreate.org.uk and we will upload to our Go Create Gallery.

Some more detail to help you get going and guide you through…

1.Explore
These are just the first thoughts I had about “Helpful Hands” and COVID19 and the kinds of things everyone
is doing with their hands… you could explore lots of ideas about things we do with our hands, or things that
a particular person might do with their hands in a ‘helpful’ capacity../draw around some hands and
annotate with your thoughts…maybe take one of my ideas, or find your own…if you don’t have some large
paper to work on – see if there is a cardboard box, cereal box or something that is plain on the inside…cut
off one side and there is a great surface to work on…

Photo 1 – Exploring Ideas related to “Helpful hands’
You could cut out of catalogues and magazines (don’t forget to ask first) and create a great IDEAS BOARD
Anything is fair game at this stage, as you are just trying to see lots of different angles on the theme:
“Helping Hands” (showing love through…)
Caring Hands – doctors, medical, nurses, parents, carers etc
Safe Hands – public services – fire service, police, ambulance, coast guard etc,
Delivering Hands – post, shops, food, mail-order etc, shelf-stacking hands
Creative Hands – online services, artists, musicians, teachers, painters, drawers, printers etc
Mending/Practical Hands – plumbers, electricians, sewing machinists, mechanics,
Growing food hands – vegetable growers, fruit growers, farmers, gardeners etc
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